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MCQ questions and answers for CBSE Class 10 English Chapter 2 Nelson Mandela are available here. These questions are important for the CBSE Term 1 ...
CBSE Class 10 English MCQs for Chapter 2 - Nelson Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom (Published by CBSE)
The system could create synthesized translations of voices to keep the sound of the original speaker’s voice intact. But Translatotron could also be used to generate speech in a different voice, ...
Google’s Translatotron 2 removes ability to deepfake voices
The front and back pages of England’s papers are filled with coverage of England’s Euro 2020 disappointment after the Three Lions were downed by Italy in a penalty shootout.
‘A team to be proud of’ – what the English papers said after penalty shootout defeat to Italy
Hong Kong police charged two top editors and two editorial writers at Apple Daily with collusion weeks after the city's largest pro-democracy newspaper was forced to cease publication and its assets ...
4 Journalists at Shut Hong Kong Paper Charged with Collusion
The JEE Main 2021 paper 1 is being conducted in a computer-based test mode only. Check what NTA has allowed and what's restricted in JEE Main 2021 session 3 examination.
JEE Main 2021 Session 3 LIVE Updates: Shift 2 Starts
A language barrier can be a challenge, but there are better ways to spend your resources, says Zhanna Anikina.
Don’t focus on English at the expense of your science
PAGOH: Students in higher educational institutions "stranded" in residence halls have received all kinds of aid from well-meaning Malaysians.
University students in residence halls get NSTP e-paper subscriptions
For preparing the model papers, expert subject teachers are being roped in by the Board, informed UP Board officials ...
UP Board busy getting model question paper bank ready for next session
Robinhood CEO and co-founder Vlad Tenev will have a paper fortune of over $2.5 billion when the company starts trading, according to an SEC filing.
Robinhood CEO Vlad Tenev could be worth $2.5 billion after IPO
Nguyen Kim Anh and her co-workers have won an award from a Japanese prestigious journal for their research on the salinity situation in the Mekong basin.
VN female scientist receives 'The Most Downloaded Paper' Award for research on Mekong basin
Australian comedian John Cornell — best known as Paul Hogan’s sidekick Strop — has died after a long battle with Parkinson’s disease.
John ‘Strop’ Cornell — Paul Hogan’s great mate — dies at the age of 80
Daniel Levy has given Tottenham's Harry Kane the green light to join a Premier League rival, opening the door for a possible £160m move to Manchester City on a weekly salary of £400,000. Image: Harry ...
Harry Kane told he can leave Tottenham by chairman Daniel Levy - Paper Talk
CHENNAI: Ex-Tamil Nadu chief minister K. Palaniswami on Saturday demanded MK Stalin to publish a white paper on Covid-19 vaccines and its usage. ..|News Track ...
Ex-Tamil Nadu CM Palaniswami demands from DMK Govt to publish white paper on Covid vaccines
Louisa County Agricultural Fair is coming to Walton Park July 29-21 and will include an array of features that range from craft works, baked goods and livestock presentations to a ...
Old-fashioned fun lands at Louisa County Agricultural Fair
Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga rejected the idea of canceling the Olympics despite repeated advice from figures close to him to do so ...
Japan PM Suga tells US paper he rejected 'easiest' path of canceling Olympics
The three players were hit by a wave of racist harassment after they missed their penalty kicks for England in the Euro 2020 soccer final.
Jason Sudeikis shows support for racially abused English soccer players
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DS Smith has announced it has agreed to sell its De Hoop paper mill in the Netherlands to De Jong Packaging for a cash sum of €50m (£43m) as it continues to shift focus to fibre-based fmcg packaging.
City snapshot: DS Smith sells €50m Dutch paper mill amid focus on fmcg packaging
AMBCrypto, a cryptocurrency news portal announced the launch of the world's first cryptocurrency E-Paper. "With this new E-Paper, we have captured an inquisitive, premium C-level audience that has not ...
AMBCrypto Launches World's First Cryptocurrency E-Paper
China's paper-making industry reported growth in revenue and profits in the first five months of this year, according to the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. The industry's revenue ...
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